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Apple Flexes Its Privacy Muscles
by RICH MOGULL
Apple events follow a consistent pattern that rarely
changes beyond the details of their particular
announcements. This consistency becomes its own
language. Attend enough Apple events and you start to
pick up the deliberate undertones that the company
wants to communicate but not directly express. These
are the postures and facial expressions that accompany
the words of the slides, demos, and videos.
Five years ago I walked out of the WWDC keynote
with a feeling that those undertones were screaming a momentous shift in Apple’s direction, that privacy
was emerging as a foundational principle for the company. I laid out my interpretation of Apple’s privacy
principles in this piece in Macworld. Privacy had been increasing in importance for years before at
Apple, but that WWDC keynote was the first time the company clearly articulated that privacy not only
mattered but was being built into its foundational technologies.
This year I sat in the WWDC keynote, hearing the undertones, and realized that Apple is upping its
privacy game to levels never before seen from a major technology company. That is, beyond improving
privacy in its own products, the company is starting to use its market strength to extend privacy through
the tendrils that touch the Apple ecosystem.
Regardless of Apple’s motivation—altruism, the personal principles of Apple executives, or a shrewd
business strategy—Apple’s stance on privacy is unique and historic in the annals of consumer technology.
The real question now isn’t if Apple can succeed at a technical level, but if its privacy push can withstand
the upcoming onslaught from governments, regulators, the courts, and its competitors.
Apple executives say that they believe that privacy is a human right. History, however, is strewn with
the remains of well-intentioned champions of such rights.
Sign in with Apple
When discussing shifts in strategy, whether at Apple or any other technology firm, we should keep in
mind that such changes typically start years earlier and are more gradual than we realize. In the case of
Apple, the company’s privacy extension efforts started at least a couple years before WWDC 2014, which
was when Apple first started requiring privacy protections for developers who wanted to participate in
HomeKit and HealthKit.
The most obvious privacy push to come out of WWDC 2019 is “Sign in with Apple,” which offers
benefits to both consumers and developers. Additional WWDC sessions made it clear that Apple is using
a carrot-and-stick approach with developers: developers are required to use the service when they include
competing offerings from Google and Facebook, but, in exchange, they also gain built-in fraud
prevention. Every Apple ID is already vetted by Apple and secured with two-factor authentication, and
Apple provides developers with the digital equivalent of a thumbs-up or thumbs-down indicating
whether Apple’s monitoring code thinks the connection is from a real human being. Since Apple uses
similar mechanisms for iCloud activity, iTunes, and App Store purchases, the odds are that this is a
reliable indicator.
Apple also emphasized that Sign in with Apple extends this privacy to the developers themselves, saying
Continued on page 4
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Club News
Announcements
Annual Pizza Party - New Location!
Hey SMMUG members! Here’s a question for you… What does pizza have to do with VR (virtual reality)?
Here’s another question for you… What’s Oculus Rift got to do with pizza?
The answer most days would be that there’s nothing in common. But, at our upcoming SMMUG meeting
on Monday, 12 August, we’re combining all of this into an exiting and interesting evening of VR gaming, pizza
slices, and drinks. This time around we’re not meeting at Fargos. This will be quite different.
Plan to meet at Network Tangle Gaming located at 3725 Oro Blanco Dr. at the intersection of
Oro Blanco and North Carefree. Start time is at 5:30 pm. We’ll be given an orientation to the newest
thing in gaming - virtual reality. If you’ve never experienced this before, this evening will be the time where you can experiment, have fun, and have
some street cred when discussing Oculus Rift with your
nephews and grandkids.
This second and new location took over P38 Pizza. It has
a pizza oven, a bar, and all the AR gaming you can immerse
yourself in without causing psychosis.
Did I mention that it has a bar? It does. BUT, like always,
SMMUG will pay for your pizza and sodas. You’ll have to
purchase your own beer. Fair enough?
The owners are excited to host us - even on their one day
off - Mondays. We won’t have other folks in the facility to
distract us; we have it all to ourselves.
This is a one-off opportunity to experience a new gaming technology that is being applied to robotics and other systems in the wild. Come share it
with the rest of the members.
Hope to see you there on the 12th.
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that it isn’t Apple’s business to know how developers engage with their users in their apps. Apple serves merely as an authentication provider and
collects no telemetry on user activity. This isn’t to imply that Google and Facebook necessarily abuse their authentication services. Google denies
these accusations and also offers features to detect suspicious activity. Facebook, on the other hand, has famously abused phone numbers supplied
for two-factor authentication.
The difference between Sign in with Apple and previous privacy requirements within Apple’s ecosystems is that the feature extends Apple’s
insistence on privacy beyond the company’s walled garden. Previous requirements—from HomeKit’s data use strictures to App Store rules about
how apps can collect and use data—applied mostly to apps running on Apple devices. While this is technically true for Sign in with Apple,
practically speaking the implications extend much further.
That’s because, when developers add Sign in with Apple to an iOS app, they likely also will need to add it to their apps on other platforms if they
expect their customers to ever use anything other than an Apple device. If they don’t, they will create a confusing user experience (which, I hate to
say, we will likely see a lot of). Once users create their accounts for an app with their Apple IDs, there are technical complexities in supporting those
same user accounts with alternative login credentials. Thus developers likely will support Sign in with Apple across all their different platforms,
extending the feature’s inherent privacy beyond Apple’s usual reach.
Intelligent Ad Tracking Prevention
Two other technologies stand out as additional examples of how Apple is extending its privacy regime. The first is an important update to
intelligent tracking prevention for advertising. Privacy-preserving ad-click attribution provides (at least some) privacy in the ugly ad-tracking market.
The second technology is HomeKit Secure Video, which offers a new privacy-respecting foundation to video security firms that want to be
feature-competitive without dealing with the mess of building their own back-end cloud services.
Let’s look first at Intelligent Tracking Prevention. This Safari feature reduces the ability of services to track users across different Web sites. The
idea behind it is that users can and should be able to enable cookies for a trusted site without having additional trackers continue to monitor them
through the rest of their browsing to other sites. Cross-site tracking is epidemic, with many sites hosting dozens of trackers. Such tracking is meant to
support advertising and to provide one key marketing metric: did an ad lead the user to visit the target site and buy something?
Effective tracking prevention is an existential risk to online advertisers and the sites that rely on advertising for income, but increased scrutiny from
Apple (and other browser makers) is almost completely the result of overly intrusive tracking by advertisers. While Intelligent Tracking Prevention
(combined with other browser privacy and security features) is the stick, privacy-preserving ad-click attribution is Apple’s carrot. Its method of
monitoring clicks allows advertisers to track conversion rates without invading user privacy.
This privacy-preserving ad-click attribution is an upcoming feature of Safari (and a proposed Web standard) that enables the browser to remember
ad clicks for 7 days. If a purchase is made within that time period, it is marked as a potential ad conversion. After a semi-random time delay to limit
user identification, that conversion is then reported as a delayed ephemeral post to the search or advertising provider using a limited set of IDs that
can’t be linked back to the actual user.
By building a privacy-preserving advertising technology into the second-most popular Web browser on the planet (Safari’s market share is about
15%, behind Google Chrome with 63%) and by making it an open standard, all while making Herculean efforts to block invasive forms of
tracking, Apple is again leveraging its market position to improve privacy beyond its walls. What’s most interesting about the technology is that,
unlike Sign in with Apple, it improves user privacy without completely disrupting the business model of Apple’s advertising-driven competitors like
Google and Facebook. Those companies can use Apple’s technology and still track ad conversions, and Apple still supports user-manageable ad
identifiers for targeted advertisements.
HomeKit Secure Video
As I said above, HomeKit Secure Video is another technology with which Apple is extending its privacy push. Coming in macOS 10.15 Catalina,
iOS 13, and iPadOS, it provides HomeKit security cameras with a privacy-preserving update. I’m a heavy user of such cameras myself, even though
they are only marginally useful at preventing crime. Nearly all home security camera systems, including my Arlo cameras, record their video directly
to cloud-based storage (see “The HomeKit-Compatible Arlo Baby Security Cam Is Not Just for Parents,” 3 September 2018). Cloud storage is a
feature you generally want in order to avoid the risk of having bad guys steal your security footage, as happens so often on popular crime shows.
Security camera companies also use cloud processing to identify people, animals, and vehicles, and to offer other useful features. Like many
customers, I’m not thrilled that these companies also have access to my videos, which is one reason none of their cameras run inside my home when
anyone in my family is present.
HomeKit Secure Video will send encrypted video from supported cameras to iCloud, where it’s stored, for free, for 10 days without impacting
your iCloud storage limits. If you have an Apple TV or iPad on your network, it will use that device for machine learning analysis and image
recognition instead of performing any analysis in the cloud. This is an interesting area for Apple to step into: it certainly doesn’t seem like the sort of
thing that would drive profits since Apple doesn’t sell its own cameras, and security camera support isn’t a motivator when customers decide to
purchase a phone or tablet. It’s almost as though some Apple executives and engineers were personally creeped out by the lack of privacy protection
for existing security camera systems and said, “Let’s fix this.”
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HomeKit Secure Video opens the security video market to a wider range of competitors while protecting consumer privacy. It is a platform, not a
product, and it eliminates the need for manufacturers to build their own back-end cloud service and machine learning capabilities. Companies using
the platform will experience less friction when they bring a product to market, and it simultaneously allows them to provide better user privacy.
Apple Created a Culture of Privacy, but Will It Survive?
These are just a few highlights that demonstrate Apple’s extension of privacy beyond its direct ecosystem, but WWDC featured even more
privacy-related announcements.
Apple continues to expand existing privacy features across all its platforms, including the new offline Find My device tracking tool (see “How
Apple’s New Find My Service Locates Missing Hardware That’s Offline,” 21 June 2019). Having seen how some apps abuse Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth data for ad hoc location tracking, Apple now blocks app access in iOS to such data unless it’s needed as a core feature. Users now can also
track the trackers and see when even approved apps accessed their location.
Then there’s the upcoming Apple credit card, which is the closest thing we can get to a privacy respecting payment option. Even speech
recognition is getting a privacy polish: developers will soon be able to mandate that speech recognition in their apps runs on-device, without ever
being exposed to the cloud. In fact, Apple dedicated an entire WWDC session to examples of how developers can adopt Apple’s thinking to improve
privacy within their own apps.
During John Guber’s The Talk Show Live, Craig Federighi said that Apple’s focus on privacy started back in its earliest days, when the company
was founded on creating “personal” computers. Maybe it did, maybe it didn’t, but Apple certainly didn’t build a real culture of privacy (or any
technical protections) until the start of the iPhone era. When Microsoft launched its highly successful Trustworthy Computing Initiative in 2002 and
reversed the company’s poor security record, one of its founding principles was “Secure by Design.” During Apple’s developer-focused Platform
State of the Union session, privacy took center stage as Apple talked about “Privacy by Design.”
Apple and other tech firms have already run into resistance when building secure and private devices and services. Some countries, including
Australia, are passing laws to break end-to-end encryption and require device backdoors. US law enforcement officials have been laying the
groundwork for years to push for laws that permit similar access, even while knowing it would then be impossible to guarantee device security (see
“Apple and Google Spark Civil Rights Debate,” 10 October 2014). China requires Apple and other non-Chinese cloud providers to hand over
their data centers to Chinese companies who can then feed information to the government. Apple’s competitors aren’t sitting by idly, with Google’s
Sundar Pichai muddying the waters in a New York Times opinion piece that equates Google security with privacy, and positioning Apple’s version
of privacy as a luxury good. While Google’s security is the best in
the industry, equating that security with the kind of privacy that
Apple offers is disingenuous at best.
The global forces arrayed against personal privacy are legion.
Advertising companies and marketing firms want to track your
browsing and buying. Governments want to solve crimes and
prevent terrorism whatever the cost. Telecommunication
providers monitor all our Internet traffic and locations, just
because they can. The financial services industry is sure our data is
worth something. And even grocery stores can’t resist offering
minor discounts if you just let them correlate all your buying to
your phone number. While, theoretically, we have a little control
over some of this tracking, practically speaking we have essentially
no control over most of it, and even less insight into how it is
used. It’s a safe bet that many of these organizations will push
back hard against Apple’s privacy promotion efforts, and, by
extension, against any of us that care about and want to control
our own privacy.
Calling privacy a fundamental human right is as strong a
position as any company or individual can take. It was one thing
for Apple to build privacy into its own ecosystem, but as it extends
this privacy outside its ecosystem, we have to decide for ourselves
if we consider these protections meaningful and worthy of
support. I know where I stand, but I also recognize that privacy is
a highly personal concept and I shouldn’t assume a majority of
the world feels the same as I, or that Apple’s efforts will survive the
challenges of the next decades.
It’s in our hands now.
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The July 2019 Meeting
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Macs & macOS
Apple Updates Air, Pro Laptops, Kills off the MacBook

by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
Apple’s laptop line has long been a bit of a mess, especially on the low end. Those looking
for an affordable notebook have faced confusing (and somewhat conflicting) options: The
12-inch, ultraportable MacBook? The low-end MacBook Pro, the one without a Touch Bar?
The recently revamped MacBook Air?
The decision is now a lot simpler. Apple has dropped the long-neglected MacBook,
notorious for being underpowered and, inconveniently, having only one USB-C port. At the
same time, Apple has sweetened the MacBook Pro and MacBook Air, largely with
entry-level shoppers in mind.
The Pro model informally known as the “MacBook Escape”—so nicknamed because of its
physical Function and Escape keys that the Touch Bar replaces on higher-end versions—is
kaput. Now the entry-level MacBook Pro has a Touch Bar and other upgrades—along with a
price drop for college students.
The MacBook Air, which saw a top-to-bottom refresh in October (see “New MacBook Air Is a Compelling Upgrade in a Confusing Laptop
Lineup,” 30 October 2018), has been tweaked a bit more with display refinements, and comes with a price drop on the low end and an even sweeter
deal for college students.
MacBook Pro
Apple updated its high-end MacBook Pro models in May (see “Apple Updates MacBook Pros with 8-core Processors and a Keyboard
Fix(?),” 21 May 2019), but left the low-end model sadly neglected. Now that model is getting some love.
The latest low-end MacBook Pro provides a 1.4 GHz quad-core 8th-generation Core i5 processor (with Turbo Boost up to 3.9 GHz), which is
part of Intel’s Coffee Lake chipset family. This is an update from the MacBook Escape’s 2.3 GHz dual-core 7th-generation Core i5 offering. For
$300 you can upgrade the machine to a 1.7 GHz Intel Core i5 (with Turbo Boost up to 4.5 GHz).
The MacBook Pro includes 8 GB of 2133 MHz LPDDR3 memory, which you can upgrade to 16 GB for $200 (and we strongly recommend
that you do).
This new model comes in two stock configurations: one with 128 GB of SSD storage for $1299 and one with 256 GB for $1499. College
students get the 128 GB model for $1199. The 128 GB model can be upgraded to 256 GB of storage for $200, 512 GB for $400, 1 TB for $600,
or 2 TB for $1000. The 256 GB model can be upgraded to 512 GB for $200, 1 TB for $400, or 2 TB for $800.
The MacBook Pro comes with a 58.2-watt-hour lithium-polymer battery that offers up to 10 hours of battery life.
Whether the entry-level MacBook Pro’s other changes are an improvement is in the eye of the beholder. Not everyone likes the Touch Bar, which
many regard as more of a hindrance than a useful tool (see “What’s Wrong with the Touch Bar,” 4 August 2017), and some have been delighted
by the existence of a Pro model with physical function keys.
Other changes to the MacBook Pro are likely to be less controversial. Along with the Touch Bar, the MacBook Pro gains Touch ID—useful for
log-in authentication and for online purchases on compatible sites—along with Apple’s T2 security chip.
One potential limitation is unchanged: the entry-level MacBook Pro only has two Thunderbolt 3 ports, compared with four ports on the high
end models.
The MacBook Pro comes in two colors: silver and space gray.
MacBook Air
Apple’s updates to the MacBook Air line aren’t quite as momentous.
New on all MacBook Air models is the display technology known as True Tone, which adjusts
the screen’s white balance to compensate for ambient lighting, making images appear more
natural. True Tone is already present on MacBook Pro models and on newer iPhones and iPads.
Those who recently bought a MacBook Air should not feel much upgrade envy since True
Tone is a modest enhancement. The line’s internals remain unchanged, with all models running
Intel dual-core 8th-generation i5 chips. Still, this might be a good time for MacBook Air holdouts
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to take the plunge because the next Air refresh is probably at least a year out.
MacBook Air buyers get a price break, as well: $1,099 for the entry-level model with 128 GB of storage, down from $1,199. Upgrading to 256
GB of storage runs $1,299. College students can score the 128 GB model for $999.
A 49.9-watt-hour lithium-polymer battery that provides up to 13 hours of battery life powers the revamped notebook.
The MacBook Air comes with 8 GB of 2133 MHz LPDDR3 memory, which can be upgraded to 16 GB for $200 (again, strongly
recommended). The 128 GB model can be upgraded to 256 GB of storage for $200, 512 GB for $400, or 1 TB for $600. The 256 GB model can
be upgraded to 512 GB for $200 or 1 TB for $400.
Apple offers the MacBook Air in three colors: gold, silver, and space gray.
About the Keyboard…
As for Apple’s famously problematic butterfly keyboard, the company does not appear to have made any new tweaks since its last attempt in May
to address user complaints.
As a sure sign that the keyboards remain largely unchanged, the new notebooks—along with existing MacBook, MacBook Air, and MacBook Pro
variations going as far back as 2015—are eligible for an Apple keyboard-repair program intended to address major malfunctions.
Detractors of the butterfly keyboard might want to keep holding out—there are rumors of a revamped scissor-style keyboard just over the horizon,
but nothing is confirmed at this point.
Air vs. Pro
Those who find themselves torn between the MacBook Air and Pro should consider the following:
• For a $200 premium, the Pro provides a quad-core speed boost over the Air’s two cores (currently there is no quad-core Air option). As Mac
expert Stephen Hackett notes, “While the base clock speed is slower on the Pro, its Turbo Boost frequency is higher, and in its higher-TDP
application, the Pro should be able to sustain higher speeds for longer.”
• The Pro screen is brighter at 500 nits, 100 more than the Air’s screen. This isn’t night and day, but noticeable. The Pro also supports the P3 wide
color gamut, and the Air doesn’t.
• The Pro has superior graphics capabilities—Intel Iris Plus Graphics 645 compared to Intel UHD Graphics 617 on the Air.
• Touch Bar haters have the Air to adore, and don’t miss out on Touch ID.
• The Air has a gold color option, while the MacBook Pro does not.
• The Air has up to three more hours of battery life than the Pro.
• Going with an Air and putting the $200 savings into extra RAM is not a bad move—extra memory never is. Here at TidBITS, we use a
minimum of 16 GB of RAM in our machines.
Bye, MacBook
So what are we to make of the four-year-old MacBook’s demise?
The laptop (see “The 12-inch MacBook: A Different Mac for a Particular User,” 29 April 2015) got mixed reactions from the get-go. Its high
portability and lovely Retina screen were welcomed compared to the bulky, non-Retina MacBook Air of the time. But Apple got knocked for
minimalist overreach by providing just one USB-C port, forcing its users to get awkward dongles. It was overpriced as a MacBook Air heir apparent,
too.
Nor did the MacBook get more appealing with age, especially since Apple didn’t fall over itself to keep the internals up to date. The lack of
Thunderbolt 3 connectivity on its single USB-C port was a major issue and created confusion between USB-C-only ports (on MacBook and many
devices) and Thunderbolt 3 ports (on all other recent Macs and iPad Pro models). Nonetheless, the MacBook did retain stalwarts, who raved about
how small and light it was.
But with last year’s MacBook Air revamp, the MacBook seemed to have been put on life support. Now, with a refreshed Macbook Air and the
introduction of a new, far-more-appealing entry-level MacBook Pro, the plug officially has been pulled on the Macbook. The non-Retina MacBook
Air is also gone from Apple’s lineup, except for educational institutions.
The good news: Shopping for an entry-level Apple notebook just got much less confusing.
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The Internet
Downloading YouTube Videos in macOS
by JOSH CENTERS
When I reviewed the video player IINA (see “Prepare for Apple Dropping Old Media Formats with the IINA
Video Player,” 6 May 2019), quite a few TidBITS readers took it as an opportunity to vent their frustrations about
downloading videos from YouTube. Recent changes in Firefox have broken extensions like DownThemAll, which
used to be a handy way to download videos.
There are several reasons you might want to download videos from YouTube. Like most cloud-based things,
YouTube videos are ephemeral—they vanish all the time for all kinds of reasons. The uploader might pull a video
down, YouTube may remove a video in response to a copyright complaint (sometimes legitimate, sometimes not), and
a video might disappear if it runs afoul of YouTube’s ever-changing and seemingly haphazard standards for acceptable content.
But preservation isn’t the only reason people download YouTube videos. For example, they may want to download short clips to use in their
videos (honoring the doctrine of fair use, of course). A friend of mine accidentally deleted the “sizzle clip” he slaps on the front of every video in
iMovie, and he solved the problem by downloading one of his own videos from YouTube and extracting that clip. Or, you may want to be able to
play some YouTube videos in a situation where there’s no Internet access.
Whatever the reason, you don’t have to rely on Firefox to download videos from YouTube. There are several solutions on the Mac, and I review a
few of them here.
Note that downloading YouTube videos with a utility other than YouTube’s apps (which require a YouTube Premium subscription) nominally
violates YouTube’s terms of service:
You shall not download any Content unless you see a “download” or similar link displayed by YouTube on the Service for that Content. You shall
not copy, reproduce, distribute, transmit, broadcast, display, sell, license, or otherwise exploit any Content for any other purposes without the prior
written consent of YouTube or the respective licensors of the Content. YouTube and its licensors reserve all rights not expressly granted in and to the
Service and the Content.
That said, I’ve never heard of YouTube punishing a user for downloading videos, although using copyrighted material in videos you upload to
YouTube could get you in trouble.
The Command-Line Grand Poobah: youtube-dl
Arguably, the greatest of the YouTube downloaders is the public-domain youtube-dl, a command-line utility that powers many apps like the
aforementioned IINA. It’s not the friendliest option, but it’s free and powerful.
The project offers instructions for installing youtube-dl. You can use the curl command or rely on Homebrew, a command-line package
manager that I strongly recommend—refer to Homebrew’s home page for a one-line command to install it from Terminal. Then, in Terminal,
you can enter brew install youtube-dl to install the download utility.
Once you install youtube-dl, type man youtube-dl in Terminal to see its extensive list of options. But all you really need to do to use it is to type
youtube-dl URL in Terminal, where URL is the link to the desired YouTube video. That downloads the video in your current directory. Type cd
~/Downloads before running youtube-dl to download the video to your Downloads folder.
You can play the video after you download it with QuickTime or with a third-party player like IINA or VLC.

If you don’t keep youtube-dl up to date, you’ll see errors like this.
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The developers of youtube-dl issue updates frequently, which is why I recommend installing it with Homebrew. The first time I tried to
download a video for this article, I received an
error because I hadn’t updated youtube-dl
first. Homebrew makes updating easy with the
brew update youtube-dl command, which
updates both youtube-dl and Homebrew
itself, along with all the packages youtube-dl
needs to function.
A Free Graphical App: ClipGrab
ClipGrab is a simple, free utility for macOS
that can download individual YouTube videos
and even convert them to other formats,
including MP3 if you’re only interested in the
audio.
It’s easy to use: copy a YouTube URL and
open ClipGrab. It will automatically extract
the URL from the clipboard. Use the Format
drop-down menu to choose a format
(Original is usually fine if you want video), and
click Grab This Clip to download the video.
The default download location is your Desktop, but you can change it in the Settings tab.
ClipGrab offers a search tab where you can search for and download videos, but I find it easier to use YouTube’s search engine to find videos and
then paste the URL into ClipGrab.
A Setapp Option: Downie
A subscription to Setapp includes several utilities
that can download YouTube videos: the torrent
client Folx, media players Movist Pro and Elmedia
Player, and an app purpose-built for downloading
YouTube videos: Downie. (If you’re not a Setapp
subscriber, Downie costs $19.99.)
Downie, unlike ClipGrab, is tailor-made for the Mac. You can drag and drop YouTube URLs to Downie’s window or its Dock icon. Downie
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also comes bundled with a Safari extension, which you enable in Safari > Preferences > Extensions. Once you enable the extension, you can click the
Downie icon in Safari’s toolbar to download a video.
In addition to Downie’s simplicity, I like that it downloads subtitles with the video (YouTube automatically generates subtitles for videos).
Downie saves subtitles alongside the video as an SRT file. Unfortunately, QuickTime Player doesn’t understand those files, so you need to use a
more capable video player like IINA to view them. As long as the SRT file is in the same directory as the video, it works automatically when you play
the video in IINA.

Downie can also download an entire YouTube playlist at once. Just drag the playlist URL into Downie and click Playlist to see all the available
videos to download. You can then click Add Selected to download the playlist videos.
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Download an Entire Channel with 4K Video Downloader
Downie can download an entire playlist, but there’s only one
Mac app that I know of that can download an entire YouTube
channel: 4K Video Downloader. You can try the app for free (it
costs $15 to unlock the entire app). To use it, copy the channel’s
URL, open 4K Video Downloader, and click Paste Link to load
every video in the channel.
Even better, when 4K Downloader is running, you can subscribe
to a channel to download every new video published on the channel
automatically.

Note that if a channel has a lot of videos, it can take a long time to download
them all and it may use considerable system resources to do so. Nonetheless,
I’ve successfully downloaded entire channels containing hundreds of videos with 4K Video Downloader, making it my favorite utility of the bunch.
4K Video Download can also download subtitles, and it can convert YouTube videos to MP3 audio files. Of course, it downloads individual
videos as well.
There you have it: four utilities that you can use to download YouTube videos in macOS.
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Travel
Orange Holiday Europe: A Cheap 4G SIM for Your European Vacation
by ADAM ENGST
Tonya and I just got back from a 2-week vacation in
Switzerland, our first significant trip together in 20 years that
didn’t involve family or business, although we did have the
pleasure of staying with one of our TidBITS Angel supporters
for a few nights. The trip was huge fun, complete with a
Diamond League track meet in Lausanne, oodles of Picassos
in Lucerne, hiking the Eiger Trail, via ferrata (also known as
Klettersteig in German-speaking countries) at Mürren and
Molésan and paragliding for me, and lots of cheese and
chocolate.
Apart from using this article as an excuse to share a few
vacation photos, I’m writing to tell you about a useful and
economical way I found to get cellular data while traveling in
Europe this summer: the Orange Holiday Europe SIM.
Last year, when we went to London with Tristan for a
friend’s wedding, Giffgaff worked well (see “UK Travel Tips:
Giffgaff for Cellular and Apple Pay for Transit,” 15 June
2018). But Giffgaff is designed for the UK and had deleted our
accounts for inactivity anyway, so before this trip, I looked for
alternatives that would work in Switzerland. One site recommended SimCorner’s Europe & UK SIM Card, which cost €25 for 12 GB of 4G data
and allowed tethering. Unfortunately, it required up to 12 business days to ship from Australia. It might have arrived in time, but I didn’t want to
risk it.
The prepaid options from Swiss providers Salt and Swisscom were too difficult to figure out from abroad, and I prefer to know that I’ll have
connectivity as soon as I land, without having to find a store in the airport. A few searches later, I stumbled on a pair of options available through
Amazon: the Orange Holiday Europe SIM from the French cell company Orange and the PrePaid Europe SIM from UK cellular provider
Three, both about $22.
Although the Three SIM provided 12 GB of data and many
more phone minutes and SMS texts, I opted for the Orange SIM,
since it used 4G networks instead of 3G and allowed tethering so
we’d be able to use iOS’s Personal Hotspot feature with our iPads.
By default, the Orange SIM comes with 3 GB of data, but if you
activate it before 22 August 2019, that jumps to 8 GB. 4G was
available in many spots in Switzerland, but we also saw plenty of
3G and even Edge, along with a few spots of No Service.
The extra 5 GB of data turned out to be unnecessary since I
consumed only 2.12 GB, even with constant mapping with
Google Maps and Apple’s Maps, along with everything else I
wanted to do. The only limitation I imposed on my usage was
entering Low Power Mode at the start of every day to conserve
power, which also reduces background network traffic like iCloud
Photos syncing.
Tonya went through just 0.75 GB of data, largely because the
battery life on her iPhone 6s was terrible despite having had its
battery replaced last year and having a Battery Health Maximum Capacity Rating of 88%. Battery life is seldom a problem for her at home, but
perhaps the need to hunt for cell signal caused her iPhone to drain more quickly while we were in Switzerland. We brought an external TYLT
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battery (older than what the company sells now), but
she was still leery of running out of power when the
iPhones were so essential for navigating the Swiss public
transit system and getting walking directions.
Overall, the Orange SIMs just worked, and for only
$44 for the two of us, they were a steal compared to
AT&T’s international plans. The AT&T International
Day Pass plan charges $10 per phone per day, so it
would have cost us $280 for the 14-day trip. The AT&T
Passport plan is cheaper at $60 for 1 GB or $120 for 3
GB (for a month), but it still would have totaled $180
combined.
So if you’re planning to travel to Europe this summer
and are looking for connectivity (which I consider
absolutely essential in today’s world—the trip would
have been vastly more stressful without mapping apps),
consider the Orange Holiday Europe SIM.
I do have a few notes and recommendations:
• Orange packages the SIM and its accompanying
documentation in a tough blister pack. Make sure to
open it with scissors or a sharp knife before you leave
because there’s no way you’ll be able to open it with
what airlines allow you to put in a carry-on.
• The Orange SIM works only in Europe, so you can’t
test it before leaving.
To check your usage, dial #123# in the Phone app. Left: Adam’s usage stats.
• You can’t find out your French phone number until
Right: Tonya’s usage stats.
you insert the SIM upon arriving in Europe, which
may make it harder to convey to those who might need
to contact you.
• Remember to pack a SIM extraction tool or paperclip so you can swap the Orange SIM for your regular one when you arrive. Also, be sure to
bring something in which to store your regular SIM, since it would be all too easy to lose.
• Orange wants you to register the SIM and provides a paper form (in French) with a pre-addressed envelope (if you’re up for sending international
mail). The package suggests an online option
too, but that page assumes you have a French
passport. Happily, the Orange Holiday SIM
Card FAQ gives another link that allows any
nationality of passport.
• Note that your phone number, being French,
actually begins with a 0, although Orange gives
it to you with the country code instead.
Presumably, people in France will know that
and everyone else will use the +33 country
code.
• I mentioned this last year (and am reusing the
screenshot), but it’s worth noting again. When
you switch SIMs, your iPhone will get snippy
about updating your “trusted number,” which
is helpful if you need to sign in from a new
device. It’s best to update to the new number
but, when prompted, tap Use Both Numbers.
I hope the Orange Holiday Europe SIM works
out for you, and that you have as enjoyable a
vacation as we did!
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Reviews

SEE Finance 2 vr. 2.1.6
by Joe Staten

A few years ago, I reviewed an earlier release (0.9.14) of the SEE Finance product (SF). I began that review with one objective in mind – to
determine if SEE Finance was suitable for me as a replacement for Quicken for Windows (QFW). I did not intend to try all of the options of SF but
rather to import my QFW data file and use it in the same manner I used it in QFW. I did not then, nor do I now expect SF to be a clone of QFW
and fully expected some “learning curve” on my part. At that time, I saw potential in SF especially for a user just setting up a financial program.
However, I determined SF was not suitable for me.
As a result, I am still using QFW (running under the Parallels emulator) and it continues to serve my needs. The only issues I have with it is it not
a native macOS product which when using emulation software will not be as responsive and it now is an annual subscription product.
I followed that same process for this review. I neglected to time the installation process for the new version of SF but it went smoothly and fairly
quickly. During the installation I reviewed parts of the online documentation and afterwards I practiced inputting some dummy transactions into a
test file prior to importing my QFW data file. If my memory serves me, I believe the documentation is much improved in this release.
I exported a complete data file from QFW (banking, credit card and investment accounts from multiple sources) to be imported it into SF. I
started SF and the import went smoothly but I immediately noticed that the SF data (.scsf – 285.8 MB) file was somehow more than twice the size
of the QFW (.qfx -139.8 MB) file. Unlike the .qfx file which can be opened with a text editor, I was unable to find any other program that would
open the .scsf file for comparison. NOTE: SF, being a native macOS program takes longer to load than QFW running under an emulator. Could
this be because the data file is twice as large as that from Quicken?
Upon further inspection of SF I found that it had not imported my complete QFW file. None of the Scheduled Transactions (monthly deposits
and periodic electronic payments) that I had defined in QFW were imported and that in all the banking accounts there was a column for ‘Check
Number’ but no data was transferred. In QFW this column also may contain other data such as “ATM”, “Transfer”, etc. All other banking
information (“payee”, “amount”, etc.) was transferred.
Since I did not get a complete data transfer from QFW into SF I realized SF is still not the solution for me. Using the test file I had created, I did
retry the functions that I found “less than optimal” in the earlier release.
Download transactions:
The interface has been updated but the “Direct Connect” process still did not work for
me (see error message at right). I subsequently learned my financial institution does not
support the “.ofx” format for
downloads although it is listed
on the “Setup Downloads”
screen (a portion of which is
shown to the left).
Rather than “Direct Connect”
I could import data in a
two-step process. I could login
to my financial institution via a
browser and export the data in
“.qfx” format to a file on my
computer and then import it
into SF. But my previous
comments about missing data
still apply. I couldn’t determine
if my comments about having
to do a separate download for each account is still valid as I was unable to setup the
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download. Recommendation: Update the login process to ask what format (.ofx, .qfx, .txt) you wish to download. That would eliminate the extra
step of downloading a file and then importing it thereby making it more universal.
Memorized payees/securities, etc:
This area is much improved. My data import did include my memorized data including some I had (supposedly) deleted in Quicken. Unlike
QFW, I could not find the list of these in SF or determine how long they are kept. In QFW one can edit the list or define a time period to keep a
payee if it is not used. Since older ones were imported into SF, they are apparently not deleted – just no longer displayed in the list.
Split transactions:
Having done the review of the earlier version several years ago I can’t remember the former process for entering split transactions. In the current
release, this function is now similar to QFW. Enter ‘split’ as the type, a total amount in either ‘charge’ or ‘payment’ and two transaction lines open
below. If, after you have entered two splits, the combined amounts do not match the total entered, additional split lines will open until the splits
equal the total.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I believe the application is much better
than the previous release. They have added support
for the iCloud Drive and also have a version for iOS.
With the exception of the inability to totally import
my admittedly large and complex data file and the
load time, Scimonoce Software has addressed my
previous concerns. If they can resolve downloading
and/or importing issues I think I could learn to use it.
I know some of our members have reviewed other
financial software and made presentations to the
group. I recommend any members of SMMUG
looking for this type of application to check out the
30-day trial.
Requires: MacOS 10.12 or Higher; iOS 11 or higher
Company: Scimonoce Software LLC
Price: $49.99; iOS App Store: $4.99
Available 30 day trial copy

Now Supports iCloud Drive
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Computer Security
Zoom and RingCentral Exploits Allow Remote Webcam Access
by JOSH CENTERS
Recently, software engineer Jonathan Leitschuh
uncovered a major security flaw in the Mac
client for Zoom, a video conferencing system
popular with businesses, and RingCentral, which
is a rebadged version of Zoom. Zoom made it so
that when you clicked a Zoom link and had the
client installed, the link automatically opened the
Zoom client. It turns out that this
implementation isn’t secure, because an attacker
can create a link that will automatically join you to
a call and turn your video camera on. (Note that it
cannot disable the green LED indicator of the
FaceTime cameras in the Mac, so if you use that
camera exclusively, you always know when it’s
on.)
Even worse, you couldn’t eliminate the
vulnerability by merely deleting the Zoom app,
because Zoom installed a hidden Web server on
your Mac that would reinstall the Zoom client for
you if necessary when you clicked a Zoom link.
Initially, Zoom defended its use of the hidden Web server, but quickly repented, and released an update, version 4.4.4 (53932.0709), that
removes the hidden Web server and offers an option to completely uninstall Zoom. The company has promised additional updates to improve user
privacy.
To make sure that users who neglect to update the Zoom app are not exposed, Apple released a silent macOS update that removes the hidden
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Web server. The update installs automatically without any interaction on your part. To see if it’s installed, open System Information in
/Applications/Utilities, and click Installations, which is under Software in the sidebar. Click the Install Date column header so that you see the latest
installations first, and look for MRTConfigData, which should be at version 1.45 or above. (Hat tip to Howard Oakley for this tidbit.)
Reader Al Varnell has told us that Apple’s update did not remove the RingCentral Web server, so you’ll have to update its client to the latest
version to get rid of it.
Unfortunately, the hidden Web server was only part of the vulnerability. Even after the server is uninstalled, it’s possible for a Mac to inadvertently
join a Zoom conference with the Web cam enabled.
How to Tell If You’re Affected
To test for the vulnerability for yourself, the easiest way is to click one of the links below, which Leitschuh set up as proofs of concept. The second
link will activate your Web cam automatically. Be warned that if the vulnerability is present clicking either link will drop you into a video conference,
likely with other people as freaked out as you are.
https://jlleitschuh.org/zoom_vulnerability_poc/
https://jlleitschuh.org/zoom_vulnerability_poc/zoompwn_iframe.html
Fixing the Zoom Vulnerability
The Apple update takes care of the hidden Web server, but you can still be tricked into clicking a Zoom link that activates your Web cam. Here is
how to avoid that.
First, check if you have the latest version of the client by opening Zoom and choosing zoom.us > Check for Updates. If the app prompts you,
click Update Now to update it.
Note that version 4.4.4 (53932.0709) adds a Zoom icon to your menu bar. You can disable that by opening Zoom, going to zoom.us >
Preferences > General and unchecking “Add Zoom to macOS menu bar.”
To prevent Zoom from activating your Web cam without
your explicit consent, open Zoom and choose zoom.us >
Preferences (Command-,), click Video in the Settings window’s
sidebar, and check the “Turn off my video when joining a
meeting” option.
If you use Chrome or Firefox as your browser, you’ll also want
to check and change some settings to prevent Zoom links from
opening automatically, per Karan Lyson on GitHub, because
it’s possible that you gave Zoom permission to open Zoom
conferences automatically when you click a Zoom link. (This
doesn’t affect Safari.)
But if you don’t want to fool with these settings, it’s easier to
uninstall Zoom entirely (and we wouldn’t blame you if you
did). Open Zoom, choose zoom.us > Uninstall Zoom.
To fix this in Chrome:
• Quit Chrome by choosing Chrome > Quit Google Chrome.
• Open your user library folder in the Finder by holding
Option, choosing Go in the menu bar, and choosing Library.
• Open the Application Support folder and navigate to
/Google/Chrome/Default.
• Double-click the Preferences file, which opens in TextEdit by default.
• Press Command-F to open Find, and search for "zoommtg":false and "zoomrc":false(just search for “zoommtg” and “zoomrc” to reveal them).
• If these strings exist, delete them and the comma immediately after.
• Choose File > Save, close TextEdit, and re-open Chrome.
Fortunately, this is easier in Firefox:
• Choose Firefox > Preferences.
• Click in the Find in Preferences field.
• Search for zoommtg and zoomrc.
• If these preferences are found, change them to “Always ask.”
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As for the Web server that Zoom snuck onto Macs, between Apple’s update and the Zoom update, it should be eliminated. I’ve tested and
confirmed this on my machine by deleting the hidden ~/.zoom file I made in Terminal and reinstalling Zoom, which didn’t recreate the directory
that older versions kept the Web server in (see my description of the old Terminal method below if you don’t know what I’m talking about). Don’t
take my word for it: you can check yourself by opening Terminal, entering the following command, and pressing Return:
lsof -i :19421
That command searches for services listening on port 19421, which is the port that both Zoom and RingCentral used. After the update, it should
dump you back to the command line with no result. Under older versions of Zoom, you’d see an entry called ZoomOpene like in the screenshot
below.

You can also enter ls ~/.zoom, which should return with “No such file or directory” after updating to version 4.4.4 (53932.0709).
The Old Terminal Method
Before the Apple update and Zoom’s 4.4.4 (53932.0709) update, you had to use Terminal wizardry to disable the hidden Web server. You no
longer need to do any of this to fix Zoom, but I’m leaving it here both for historical reference and because this is a handy technique to be aware of in
case another app pulls a stunt like this.
First, open Terminal and enter kill -9 PID, with PID (process identification number) being the PID that you saw when you ran lsof -i :19421. In
my case, that PID was 24272, so I ran kill -9 24272. After you kill the process, you can run lsof -i :19421 again to confirm it worked; if successful,
Terminal will return with its normal command prompt.
Then, create a new file in the Web server’s place, and set its permissions so Zoom can’t overwrite the file:
rm -rf ~/.zoomus; touch ~/.zoomus && chmod 000 ~/.zoomus;
If you’ve used RingCentral, you’ll have to use a different set of commands to disable the Web server. As I described above, use kill -9 PID to kill
any process on port 19421 (which you can find with lsof -i :19421) and then run this command:
rm -rf ~/.ringcentralopener; touch ~/.ringcentralopener &&chmod 000 ~/.ringcentralopener;
Note that you’ll have to follow these steps for every user account on your Mac.
Interestingly, removing the Web server doesn’t disable Zoom or RingCentral functionality at all.
Questionable Judgement
Thankfully, Zoom has (sort of) addressed its issues, but only after intense pressure.
TidBITS Security Editor Rich Mogull had this to say about the vulnerability: “Zoom’s efforts to circumvent Safari’s native security are completely
irresponsible. The Web server ‘feature’
merely adds a small amount of
convenience at a massive security cost.
This is a flagrant and deliberate security
and privacy violation that raises serious
concerns over Zoom’s internal security
prioritization and threat modeling.” We
agree. And as Steve Troughton-Smith
pointed out, bad actors like Zoom justify
Apple’’s continued efforts to lock down
macOS.
If you have to use Zoom, you can rest
assured for now that the known issues
have been addressed. But what’s less
assuring is that there may be other security
and privacy issues lurking beneath the
surface, waiting to be discovered. And
with Zoom already showing incredibly
poor judgment, we advise uninstalling the
client unless you absolutely need it.
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
If your Desktop is a Mess (and You Use Mojave)...
Mojave's new “Use Stacks” command lets you organize the items on your desktop with a single menu selection (choose View-->Use Stacks) or
keyboard shortcut (press Command + Control + 0).
They say a picture is worth a thousand words; here’s how it works:

It's that simple.
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If your Desktop is a mess, burn that keyboard shortcut — Command + Control + 0 — into your muscle memory and start using it to turn your
Desktop clutter into neatly organized stacks.
One last thing: If you're concerned about Stacks messing up your desktop icons, which you've so carefully arranged, you'll be happy to know that
pressing Command + Control + 0 again will return your Desktop to its former arrangement no matter how disorganized or messy.
Mojave Makes Screenshots Better (and Easier)
In the past, capturing your screen required memorizing arcane keyboard shortcuts like:
• Command + Shift + 3 to capture the entire screen.
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 to capture the entire screen to the clipboard (rather than saving it as a file).
• Command + Shift + 4 to capture a selection.
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 to capture a selection to the clipboard (rather than saving it as a file).
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 followed by the spacebar to capture a window or menu instead of a selection.
The good news is that while these shortcuts still work in Mojave (for those who, like me, committed them to muscle memory long ago), you
don’t have to memorize them. Instead, just memorize Mojave’s awesome new screen-shooting shortcut:
• Memorize it now:
• Command + Shift + 5
This one shortcut to rule them all now offers everything all those other shortcuts offer and more. What do I mean by more? Here are some new
features you’ll find in Command + Shift + 5:
• Capture a full-screen movie.
• Capture a movie in a selection or window.
• 5 or 10 second timer.
• Choose the folder for automatic saves.
• Show or hide the mouse pointer.
Here’s what you’ll see when you press Command + Shift + 5 in Mojave:

That's all.
If you use screen shots for any reason whatsoever, teach your fingers this awesome new keyboard shortcut today. Once again, that's:
• Teach it to your fingers now:
• Command + Shift + 5
It rocks.
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Productivity Gold for 2019 (Save $200+!)
Finally, here's a way to save a few bucks on more than a dozen useful
productivity-enhancing apps:
I just read a post on the SaneBox blog about their "Productivity Gold for
2019," which sounds pretty cool.
"Productivity Gold for 2019" offers special pricing on not just SaneBox, but also
on more than a dozen-and-a-half other productivity apps and services.
What kind of special pricing? Glad you asked! Here are three examples, which all
happen to be productivity products I recommend in Working Smarter for Mac Users
(book and Master Class):
FocusAtWill: 60 days free ($17.98 value)
Reduce distractions at work with Focus@Will, a productivity platform that
combines neuroscience and music to increase your focus and help you get stuff done!
TextExpander: 6 months free
More than a text expansion tool, more than a knowledge base, TextExpander gives
you accurate and consistent messaging in emails, forms, everywhere you type. Recall
your best words. Instantly, repeatedly.
SaneBox: $25 Credit towards any subscription
SaneBox is a premium VIP service for professionals drowning in email. It determines the importance of incoming emails, moves unimportant ones
out of the inbox into a separate folder, and summarizes them in a digest.
And that's only three of the nearly two dozen deals you'll find in the SaneBox blog post.
Just to be clear, I pay every year for my SaneBox service and receive no compensation for linking to their blog or this promotion. I am sharing it
with you only because I feel these are attractive offers—I recommend or mention many of the products in the blog post in Working Smarter for Mac
Users (both the eBook and the Master Class).
Enjoy.
And that's all I've got this time, but I'll be back with more tips before you know it...
Stay tuned!
All the best,

Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus

Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for the Working Smarter for Mac Users NL to get Bob’s tips delivered directly to your email box.
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Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

Here We Go Again: GCHQ’s Ghost User Proposal to Circumvent Encryption
Security expert Jon Callas has written a four-part series for the ACLU on problems with the latest government proposal—this time from the UK’s
GCHQ—to allow the government to listen in on encrypted communications. Spoiler: it won’t work.
Apple Offering Augmented Reality Art Installations and Sessions
To promote its augmented reality technologies (and drive Apple Store traffic), Apple has announced a trio of augmented reality art initiatives that
will launch in August.
Capital One Data Breach Reveals Information on 106 Million
Capital One has announced a security breach that affects approximately 100 million people in the United States and 6 million in Canada.
Social Engineering for Fun and Profit. And Other Stuff
A search engine marketing consultant has shown that it’s simple to use Google AdWords and YouTube videos to further a specific agenda. That
might be a good thing, such as by encouraging suicidal people to call a hotline, but it could equally as easily be used for evil.
Apple Suspends Siri’s “Response Grading” Eavesdropping
Apple has temporarily suspended its Siri “response grading” program that had contractors listen in on Siri recordings. That’s good, but it’s
unfortunate that it took media coverage to push the company to change its practices.
A Look at Jeff Williams, Tim Cook’s Number Two and Likely Successor
With Apple’s COO Jeff Williams taking over from Jony Ive, Williams is now officially the second most powerful man at Apple and the
heir-apparent to the aluminum throne.
James Thomson Presents an Illustrated History of Easter Eggs
At the Hacking with Swift Live event, developer James Thomson gave a talk about the history of hidden Easter eggs in software. It’s a glorious trip
down memory lane.
Amazon Using Police Departments to Sell Ring Cameras
Amazon subsidiary Ring is partnering with police departments around the United States to distribute security cameras to communities, but in
return, police must agree to promote Ring’s products.
Apple Workers May Be Listening to Your Siri Conversations
Apple has increasingly used its stance on privacy as a selling point, but The Guardian has revealed that, like Amazon, Apple lets contractors listen in
on conversations held while Siri is active. The audio may be difficult or impossible to trace back to the individuals who are speaking, but Apple
should still find a better way to improve Siri.
Don’t Get Bent Out of Shape Watching iPad Videos with Tryone’s Gooseneck Tablet Stand
by JOSH CENTERS
The form factor of the iPad works well for many casual computing uses, like surfing the
Web while sitting on your couch. But if you’ve ever tried to watch a video in bed with an
iPad, you know how awkward it can be. Either you hold the iPad and your arms get tired
quickly, or you prop it up on your chest and risk getting a crick in your neck. Even then, you
will probably have to keep a hand on it to keep it balanced, and the screen will jiggle with
every breath or movement.
Fortunately, the iPad’s design allows for a plethora of unusual stands. On a whim, I
ordered the Tryone Gooseneck Tablet Stand on Amazon’s Prime Day. It usually retails for
$18.99, but I got it on sale for about $15. This particular stand is far from unique—like
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many such accessories, it’s made in China, where intellectual property laws are lax and dozens of companies produce nearly identical products. A
quick search on Amazon, AliExpress, or eBay will surface many similar stands. So consider this both a review of the Tryone Gooseneck Tablet Stand
in particular and the category of gooseneck stands in general.
Tryone’s Gooseneck Tablet Stand has three parts: a clamp for a table or other surface to which you want to attach the stand, a thick gooseneck
cable, and another clamp to hold the iPad in place, connected by a ball joint for maximum flexibility. It can hold an iPhone (and it provides holes to
allow access to buttons and the Lightning port) or an iPad up to 10.5 inches.
I was initially afraid the gooseneck would sag under the weight of the 10.5-inch iPad Pro, but it works well as long as you don’t have to touch the
screen too much, which causes the iPad to wobble. It also helps to make a loop in the cable for additional stability.
The Gooseneck Tablet Stand offers a lot of flexibility, both figuratively and literally. For
instance, you could clamp it to your nightstand for bedtime TV viewing on an iPad.
You could also clamp it to an exercise bike or a
treadmill so you can watch videos while working
out. Eat your heart out, Peloton! I particularly
appreciate the way the flexible cable lets me position
the iPad so the moving arms of my exercise bike
don’t bump it.
You could even clamp it to your desk to use the
iPad as a second screen for your Mac with an
accessory like the Luna Display (see “Luna Display
Turns an iPad into a Responsive Mac Screen,” 7
December 2018) or with the upcoming Sidecar
feature in macOS 10.15 Catalina (see
“No Mac Is an Island with macOS
Catalina,” 3 June 2019). (For a
more portable solution, see “Attach
an iPad to Your MacBook as a
Second Display with Mountie,” 22 February 2019.)
But that flexibility comes with some tradeoffs. While the gooseneck is flexible, it
also has to be stiff enough to support a heavy iPad, so it takes a fair amount of hand
strength to bend it. Plus, the surface clamp is cheap plastic, so you have to be
careful while adjusting the cable when it’s clamped to a table. As the manufacturer
notes, presumably through machine translation:
Bend using two hands and bend just the gooseneck when adjusting the position
because it is stiff. Pull the device violently when adjusting may broke the nut.
Ideally, you want to adjust the gooseneck as much as possible before clamping it
down. You also have to be careful when clamping the stand to a surface, as the
manufacturer warns that the plastic clamp could break if you over-tighten it.
Removing an iPad from the spring-loaded device clamp can also be tricky. You
have to force it open while simultaneously getting a grip on the iPad so it won’t fall out, and you have to be careful to avoid pinching your fingers.
If my Gooseneck Tablet Stand breaks, I might try something like the all-metal AboveTEK Heavy Duty Aluminum Gooseneck iPad Holder,
which is more expensive at $35 but would presumably be more sturdy. However, I could see it scratching the surface it’s clamped to.
For now, the Tryone Gooseneck Tablet Stand is an inexpensive solution to holding an iPad that has worked well for me. Have you found
another solution for mounting your iPad? Let us know in the comments.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has oﬀered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet
topics. For free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at the CityMac store located within the University Village Shopping
Center at 5020 North Nevada. CityMac sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from Costco.
Directions:
Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past two
intersections and then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

